
Sound reinforcement 
represents a very significant portion 
of Peavey’s vast range of products 
but it’s not solely concerned with 
manufacturing towering speaker 
stacks. The PV 6 mini-mixer caters for 
applications, both live and studio-
based, where any larger mixer might 
be impractical due to the size of 
the working environment and type 
of job required. This reviewer has 
owned and used a non-USB PV 6 
mixer for several years, mainly as a 
live sub-mixer for a sample rack and 
its keyboard trigger, and given that 
it wasn’t particularly expensive it has 
still unfailingly proved itself to be a 
reliable piece of equipment on stage 
and in the studio. 

The PV 6 USB represents a timely 
upgrade for the old model; the USB 
port lets the small mixer interface 
with a computer so that the mixer 
can be used to record directly into a 
PC and also mix digital audio from 
the computer in a live setting.  The 
PV 6 USB is compatible with PC 
Windows® Vista, XP, ME & 2000 and 
Mac users also get in on the action 
thanks to compatibility with Mac OS 
X® 10.0 or later.

The rugged build quality revolves 
around a steel chassis and, so long as 
you aren’t too reckless or unrealistic 
about how much punishment the 
mixer can stand, we can vouch from 
our previous experience with the 
non-USB equipped PV 6 (which is still 
available)  that it generally travels well.

It’s a small world…
For a compact mixer like this the PV 
6 USB still manages to squeeze six 
channels into its tiny frame: channels 
one and two are mono inputs and 
feature a choice of unbalanced jack 
inputs and balanced XLR inputs with 
optional phantom power. Rotary 
input gain controls on channels one 
and two adjusts the signal level to 
avoid overloading the channels. The 
stereo channels ¾ and 5/6 feature 
dual left and right jack inputs in 
addition to low impedance XLRs but 
there are no dedicated input gain 

controls since its assumed that the 
overall volume will be controlled by 
whatever piece of external equipment 
– a keyboard, DJ decks sampler, drum 
machine etc. – is feeding into the 
stereo channels.

Obviously on a mixer this size 
it would probably be unrealistic to 
expect built-in digital effects but 
external effects like reverb or delay 
can also be connected via effects loop 
and send and return jacks, controlled 
by a dedicated effects level control on 
each channel.

In a recording context the mixer’s 
USB transmits digital audio to your 
favourite DAW via the mixer’s main/
tape stereo outs, diverting the 
signal from the RCA outputs to the 
USB. Depending on your recording 
software you can use the PV 6 USP 
to record up to six channels of audio 
simultaneously but chances are you’ll 
probably only be using one or two 
channels at a time.

DJs and bands can use the mixer 
with a computer in a live mixing 
situation, the computer sends audio 
to the mixer via the USB port, which 
is then assigned to the mixer’s main 
left and right outputs via the mixer’s 
Tape/USB to Mix switch. In use the 
PV 6 is surprisingly adaptable and 
versatile for such a small unit, with 
minimal noise and the active channel 
EQ (low and Hi) rotary controls’ 

-15 to +15 dB sweep is enough to 
trim even fairly lively sound levels to 
control feedback. In situations where 
pre recorded music is monitored or 
played at fairly low levels but you still 
need to ‘feel’ the music, the mixer’s 
contour switch dips the midrange 
frequencies slightly, which has the 
effect of apparently boosting the low 
and high frequencies enough that 
they appear to have more wallop. 
In the confined environment of the 
typical home studio the PV 6 USB 
fits in perfectly. It’s modest footprint 
lets it sit comfortably alongside your 
PC – even better if you own one of 
those flashy new iMacs that takes up 
virtually no room on the desktop - 
and the knobs’ tweak-factor should 
appeal to those who prefer a more 
hands-on approach instead of just 
mixing with a mouse. PM
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Peavey’s compact four 
channel mini-mixer gets a 
USB upgrade…

In practical terms the PV 6 
USB feels like the logical way 
forward for this type of mini-
mixer. It performs well and the 
computer compatibility allied 
to a very good price adds to its 
appeal. 

SHOULD I 
BUY ONE?

Words: Tim Slater

Reap the RewaRds…
Utilizing the PV 6’s USB function requires some nifty 
recording software and the PV 6 USB comes bundled with 
an evaluation version of Reaper, plus you also get Peavey’s 
remarkable ReValver HP amp modelling software. Both 
interface with the USB mixer and enable a tactile hands-
free (or mouse free, if you prefer) control over many 
mixer functions. This bundle serves as a great way for less 
experienced users to dip a toe into home recording using 
a simple DAW, with the superb ReValver amp modelling 
package will appeal to more experienced users too.


